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askance, wondering perhaps whether I expected them to stop.
For the sake of peace I waved them all on and even told Salim
to lead my camel on behind the rest for I would soon catch
them up. So I was left alone to discover to my woe that it
was far from being such a simple matter as I had imagined. I
had not troubled to extract my sandals from my saddle-bag,
and my bare feet felt absurdly tender on the hot gravel and
sharp stubble. Far ahead the mirage glinted like a sea, and
the sun's heat made walking a serious business. I was glad
enough when I saw Salim rein back to await me and felt that
I had studied the gravel sufficiently when I remounted to
trail along after the now distant main body. Salim and I
held on over the middle of the plain, while the rest gradually
slanted across to the line of the 'Awariq dunes, which, I
noticed, were fairly thickly dotted with large and apparently
fresh thickets of Abal.
At length at about 4 p.m.—a slight south wind was blow-
ing and the temperature must have been about 90° in the
shade—I noticed among our distant companions the familiar
movement which always presaged a decision to halt. The
staidly-moving phalanx broke up at a trot, as each rider
sought a suitable site for his night's rest, and in a moment
there was a couching of camels on the edge of the sands.
Salim eyed them longingly with the thought of coffee doubt-
less uppermost in his simple mind. I myself was tired and
weary enough in all conscience, but my watchful eye had
detected the presence of the little wingless desert Mantids
(Eremiaphila) in the gravel and I was loth to quit the plain
without a specimen or two, for I had seen the creature but
seldom since our visit to Ibrahima, where they had been
abundant. I dismounted again and sent Salim off with my
camel to camp, while I wandered about in search of my
quarry.
Having met with moderate success in my quest, I turned
towards my companions and arrived in camp quite worn out
with my exertions and extremely thirsty. Sa'dan brought
me my usual pot of tea, but that alone was not enough to
quench my thirst. Look, Sa'dan, I said, you know that dur-
ing these days I have not insisted on having the milk of uiy"

